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Summary
Background: Inpatient teams commonly track their tasks using paper checklists that are not shared between team members. Team members frequently communicate redundantly in order to prevent errors.

Methods: We created a mobile, collaborative, real-time task list application on the iOS platform. The application listed tasks for each patient, allowed users to check them off as completed, and transmitted that information to all other team members. In this report, we qualitatively describe our experience designing and piloting the application with an inpatient pediatric ward team at an academic pediatric hospital.

Results: We successfully created the tasklist application, however team members showed limited usage.

Conclusion: Physicians described that they preferred the immediacy and familiarity of paper, and did not experience an efficiency benefit when using the electronic tasklist.
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1. Introduction

Communication errors are leading causes of errors in inpatient settings [1]. Caring for hospitalized patients with many team members in an inpatient environment is complex, and the reasons underlying communication errors are numerous [2]. Trainees are generally responsible for the day-to-day management of patients. Trainees often have many tasks, divide their attention between multiple activities and have high demands around communication and documentation [3, 4]. The use of electronic tools may increase efficiency and facilitate communication in inpatient environments [5].

Physicians often use paper checklists to track their daily tasks and facilitate handoffs [6–8]. Paper is extremely convenient, but is static, redundant, unstandardized, unshared, and insecure [9, 10]. Electronic medical records (EMR) alone may not add efficiency, improve communication, or reduce costs [11, 12]. Commercial applications are available to emulate these paper task lists, but may not have security or privacy controls, or be supported by local institutions. Checklists have also been developed as part of workstation-based EMRs, but often lack mobile or live-tracking components [2, 6, 13, 14]. Mobile tasklists have previously been successfully implemented [15].

Because of our dissatisfaction with the present system of task tracking and the lack of a privacy-compliant shared checklist, we designed and implemented a secure, mobile application, called Tasklist, at Boston Children’s Hospital (BCH), one of the nation’s largest standalone pediatric hospitals. More than 140 pediatric residents care for patients throughout the hospital. Although a comprehensive EMR exists, there is limited support for the creation of task lists. Currently residents have a structured handoff support document that is generated through the EMR, but most residents print it once daily and update by hand through the day. We sought to design, implement, and deploy an iOS7-based application meeting current privacy and security standards and would allow physician teams to create, update, and complete tasks in a distributed and real-time way. Our aim was to report on our experience with this tool compared to the existing paper standard.

2. Methods

2.1 Application Development

Application development began with two authors (KAM and TH) sketching an electronic workflow that mirrored a familiar ward workflow, augmented by task sharing and logging capabilities.

We developed the Tasklist app on the iOS7 platform (Apple Corp., Mountain View, CA, United States). About 80% of mobile devices connected to the BCH network daily are iOS devices. Tasklist was linked to the hospital’s clinical systems including PowerChart (Cerner Corp., Kansas City, MO, United States) and EPIC (Epic Corp., Verona, WI, United States) only through downloading. Inpatient teams downloaded Tasklist on their own mobile devices using the BCH Application Store; the application was only accessible to download while on the hospital network or virtual private network (VPN). We ensured that all team members had an iOS-based device by loaning devices to team members who did not have one.

The application’s data were stored in a central database of tasks administered by the Tasklist team and residing on the Boston Children’s Hospital computer network, where the tasks remained archived. Data retrieval, insertion, update, and deletion were performed using Java RESTful web service, while Cerner Millennium Objects (Cerner Corp., Kansas City, MO, United States) facilitated integration with Cerner EMR.

2.2 Application Function

After logging into Tasklist using a BCH enterprise account connected to the BCH lightweight directory access protocol authentication system, the home screen allowed the user to select their inpatient team. For the rest of the session, the user was associated with that team. Subsequently, a clinician was presented with the List View, a list of patients in that medical service and patient demographic data (Figure 1A). This list was automatically populated from the hospital EMR.
When a clinician selected a patient, Tasklist presented the Patient View, including patient demographics, a "sick flag" denoting whether the patient was deemed seriously ill, and the list of tasks associated with that patient (▶Figure 1B). The sick flag was toggled on or off by clicking the icon. A new task was added by clicking the “+” button. Once a task was created, all clinical team members could immediately see the task and would have the ability to comment and update the state of that task. In the patient specific view, a user could change the task state to “In Progress” or “Complete.” Once complete, tasks moved off of the Patient View to a completed tasks view. Tasks were removed after 12 hours in order to avoid cluttering the user’s view with old, completed tasks.

After clicking a task in the patient view, Tasklist presented the Task View (▶Figure 1C). From the Task View, a log of state changes to the task was viewable.

Clinicians could subscribe to notifications from Tasklist to get alerts when tasks were newly entered, updated or completed or when the patient sick flag was set. On task completion, the clinician completing the task had the option to send a notification to all team members if necessary. Clinicians could also request a summary of all open and completed tasks, which was e-mailed immediately to that clinician.

2.3 Privacy and Security

Compliance with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act standards and strict adherence to high-security policies was critical in designing the application, as Tasklist reported real patient data and associated protected health information.

The same hospital-wide username and password used for the EMR and email access were used to log in to the Tasklist application. In order to make Tasklist more usable, a full login of user name and password was required only once daily, after which a four-digit user-defined personal identification number (PIN) was used to access the application for the subsequent 24 hours. After that 24 hour period, the user would need to perform a full log in and set a new PIN.

Use of the application was restricted to devices without unauthorized operating system modifications ("jail breaking"), with a passcode enabled, and with an appropriate hospital security certificate. Additionally, Tasklist only functioned when the device was connected through BCH virtual private network or to the BCH wireless network. Tasklist had an automatic 5-minute-inactive logoff function to prevent the application from continuously displaying private data. Screenshots and cloud backup were disabled from within the application. No data were cached on the devices.

2.4 Pilot Design

A pilot period of use was conducted with a goal of obtaining verbal feedback on its use. We conducted a 10-day trial of Tasklist on a representative inpatient general pediatric ward. The ward was selected for its convenience, which cares for a median 18 (interquartile range 15–20) children at a time. The ward housed two teams, each with an attending physician in charge, a single supervising resident in their second or third year of pediatric residency, and two first-year pediatric residents. Of the eight total team members, two did not have an iOS device and received a loaner device. The team has physician and patient continuity from day-to-day. All team members obtained the Tasklist application prior to starting the pilot. The participants received a 20-minute tutorial on the use of Tasklist and were instructed to use the application in addition to the usual routine.

Our sole quantitative measurement was the frequency of task creation. We measured the number of tasks created and edited each day by user.

All other data were qualitative and unstructured. We assessed these qualitative reports of experiences from participants by eliciting in-person and e-mailed reports of what worked well and what did not work well, then summarizing them.

3. Results

Users created or edited a total of 234 tasks during the pilot. Tasklist events were created and edited with escalating frequency over the first several days of the pilot (▶Figure 2). The team’s supervising
physician created or edited 209/234 (89%) tasks. The application was unused over weekend days, followed by renewed use during weekdays. The maximum number of task items edited in a day was 87.

Team members reported that the use of Tasklist reinforced daily tasks for the team, it was easy to use, and took little time to become acquainted. Barriers to use included that paper was faster to use largely due to the time to acquire a wireless signal and log in and that team members already sat near one another so the application was less important as a communication tool than it may have been had the team been physically separated. Participants also desired Tasklist to be built into the EMR so they could seamlessly go between the computer-based EMR and mobile device-based Tasklist application to enter, edit, and complete tasks.

4. Discussion

We implemented a mobile, collaborative, real-time task list application and piloted it on a busy inpatient ward in a pediatric hospital. Based on the qualitative reports we elicited, clinicians found the application helpful in structuring discussion around patients. We overcame the security and privacy barriers of using clinicians' own devices. Additionally, the knowledge gained in building this mobile application was valuable experience for our information technology group in building future applications that require robust security measures.

Team culture of predominantly face-to-face communication and convenience of existing handwritten notes were major limitations in acceptance of a mobile collaborative Tasklist for maintaining and sharing tasks and notifying team members in place of paper. As part of physician training, trainees establish a personal, efficient system for tracking their own tasks, typically on paper. Paper is also a convenient method for most clinicians; the time needed to connect to a network and log in simply to add a task or check off a task as completed is by its nature longer than putting pen to paper. Entering tasks on an electronic device for this inpatient medical team was less efficient for clinicians than their current system of using paper and in person communication. Thus, although the team used Tasklist during the pilot, it did not reduce time spent on creating tasks. Use declined during the pilot, which was primarily due to the lack of a benefit to team performance. Different physicians staffed the unit over the weekend, and they did not receive the tutorial on the application, resulting in no use of the application for those days.

A future iteration of the mobile tasklist could serve clinicians by populating tasks in EMR documentation, provide other means of viewing tasks to the team, and would support other goals such as structured handoffs. Since team members use the EMR very frequently, integration between the EMR and a tasklist app could help address the inefficiencies of users populating two parallel systems with information. Additionally, a goal of a future iteration is reduction in time to task creation. This could be achieved through the option to create templates of tasks or bundles of tasks that often occur together. Additionally, network improvements could reduce latency within the application.

Limitations to this pilot work include the absence of survey or other systematically acquired quantitative data to support a change in practice. We could not measure how often specific features were used other than task creations and edits. Furthermore, we did not measure the acceptability or use patterns of paper checklists. However, the goal of this study was to report on our experience in designing this application, and not to demonstrate its superiority to the present system.

In summary, we overcame the security and privacy barriers to implementing a task checklist application on mobile devices. Usability enhancements, simplification of workflow, and integration with the EMR could augment acceptance of a mobile checklist application for a co-located medical team.

Clinical Relevance Statement

This work is relevant to the clinician as mobile checklist applications have the potential to enhance the clinician's ability to accomplish his or her tasks more efficiently and to facilitate teamwork by having a list shared with a team. This work was tested in a live clinical environment and thus has applicability to practicing clinicians.
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Fig. 1  Screenshots from Tasklist show the three main screens available to users. The List View shows a list of all patients on a ward, including demographics, location, the patient’s chief complaint, and medical service (panel A). Touching anywhere on a patient’s panel opens the Patient View (panel B). Empty checkboxes denote pending tasks, while half-filled boxes indicate in-progress tasks. Clicking on the text of a task opens the Task View, which allows a user to add task details, view a log of changes, or delete the task (panel C). Clicking “Save+” updates a task and notifies all other users, while clicking “Save” updates a task without broadcasting an update.

![Number of tasks created or edited](image)

Fig. 2  The number of tasks created or edited during a 10-day pilot illustrates increasing adoption over several days by physicians trained to use Tasklist (gray: tasks created or edited by a supervising physician; white: tasks created or edited by a non-supervising physician). Editing included changing the status of a task between pending, in-progress, and complete. No tasks were created or edited during a weekend in which physicians untrained on Tasklist took care of patients.
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